
APPLICATION GUIDELINE FOR EXCHANGE PROGRAM 

 

★REQUIRED DOCUMENTS★ 

①Application form* ②Certificate of Enrollment  ③Academic Transcript for the full semesters  

④Certificate of Health* ⑤Health Check Card* ⑥Language Proficiency Certificate (If you have) 

⑦Passport Copy (If you have) 

(* in accordance to our designated format) 

 

＜NOTE＞ 

・All the documents must be prepared in either Japanese or English. 

・Application form must be typed in Excel file first and then signed after printing out. 

・Documents must be arranged by the above order and saved as one single PDF file which doesn’t  

exceeded more than 3MB. 

・Please name the PDF file according to the following manner; 

(English Name of Home University) _ (English First Name)_(English Family Name)_(Date of submission )  

 

 (Ex) Nishikyushu University student, Tanaka Taro, submitted the documents on March 15th 2017. 

     File name ⇒ Nishikyushu University_Taro_Tanaka_20170315 

 

We kindly ask all colleagues in charge of this matter to look through each document considering the 

above points very carefully and submit to us. We WON’T accept any documents provided directly by 

the applicant themselves without exception！ 

 

★LANGUAGE LEVEL AND EVALUATION★ 

・Because the majority of the subjects are conducted in Japanese, at least Japanese Language 

Proficiency Test , JLPT, N3 levels are highly recommended in order to catch up with the classes. 

・When it comes to academic evaluation, exchange students will be treated by the exact same criteria 

as regular Japanese students. We don’t offer them any special consideration just because they are 

foreigners. Thus the results are all the students’ own responsibility. 

 

★HOUSING★ 

We have two dormitories available for international students. However the capacity is limited and 

as the number of the international students is increasing, students can’t necessarily get to stay in 

school-owned housing. In some cases, students may have to stay in a private apartment which will be 

a much higher cost. For example, if a student lives in our dormitory, the annual rent is around 

500,000JPY. But this number goes up to nearly double for private apartment. So please take these 

possible expenses in consideration when applying for our exchange program, because there is no 

guarantee that you will be allocated school-owned housing. 


